
LSQG ~ BOM ~ 2010-2011
~ BLOCK 14 ~ SIGNATURE BLOCK ~

Note:  Units are blocks components
Wof means width of fabric

Cutting Instructions:
Background fabric:

Cut [1] 4-1/2” square [C]
[Note: If you to use this for a signature
Block, use a light print so your writing will show.]

Cut [4] 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangles [B]

Various prints:
Cut [4] 2-1/2” squares for the corner units of the block [A]

And the [12] half square triangles [HST] [D] you saved from block #13.
[See note at bottom.]

Piecing Instructions:
Pair up [8] of the HST.   Press one in each pair to the background fabric and
one in each pair to the print fabric.   Square them up to 2-1/2” square.  Do this
by laying a 6” [or 6-1/2”] square ruler on the HST with the 45 degree line following the middle line of the HST.
Trim off two sides and rotate the block.  Keep the 45 degree line in the middle of the HST, measure it to 2-1/2”
and trim off the excess on the remaining two sides.  To keep the HST even, you must center the diagonal line
from your ruler on your HST.

Press the remaining four HST to the print fabric.  Square these up to 2-1/2” as well.

Place the pair of HST together so they are mirror images.  The seams should “nest”
together because we pressed them opposite.  Sew together along the background
edge.
They should look like this                          Press either direction.  Make 4.

Sew one of the above units on each side of the center 4-1/2” square.
Press towards the middle square.

                  
Sew a HST on each end of the remaining pairs of HST.
Press away from the middle pair of HST.
Sew these on the remaining two sides of the middle square.                
Press toward the center square.                               

Sew a background rectangle on each side of the block center.  Press towards the rectangle.           Press     
Sew a 2-1/2” square on each end of the remaining background 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangles.
Press towards the rectangle.                                             Press     
Sew to block.  Press away from the center.
Your block should measure 12-1/2”.

Note:  If you do not want to use your left over triangles from block #13,
Cut [6] 2-7/8” square of background fabric and [6] squares of print fabric.
Cut both on the diagonal, pair up prints with background and sew together.  They should measure 2-1/2” square
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